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Atomic Resolution g-ray Holography Using the Mössbauer Effect
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We have observed a strong (2%) angular modulation of the total backscattered conversion elect
yield, measured as a function of the incidence angle of the 14.4 keVg rays from a57Co Mössbauer
source irradiating thin epitaxial57Fe film grown on MgO(001). The measured 2D pattern is the first
hologram of the local surrounding of the absorbing nuclei obtained due to nuclear resonant scattering
g rays. The real space holographic reconstruction shows distinct features corresponding to the nea
neighbor sites in the bcca-Fe structure. [S0031-9007(97)04412-8]
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Holography with atomic resolution involving radiation
from internal emitters was proposed by Szöke [1] and
was applied in the last decade for direct imaging of su
faces, mainly using low-energy electrons [2–9]. Recen
Tegze and Faigel [10] first discussed atomic resoluti
x-ray fluorescence holography (XFH) for bulk crystals
They also suggested to use for holographyg rays which
are emitted in resonant recoilless processes from nuc
embedded in a crystal (Mössbauer effect) [10,11]. A ph
ton emitted in such a process may reach a far-field d
tector directly (holographic reference wave) or it may b
additionally scattered from closely situated nuclei (obje
wave). The interference of the two waves gives a sing
hologram. The unique total holographic pattern is forme
if all emitter neighborhoods are equivalent.

Nuclear resonant scattering is ideally suited for an inn
source holography. For the most popular Mössbauer tr
sition 14.4 keV in57Fe the wavelength of 0.86 Å allows
atomic resolution. On the other hand, for this waveleng
the nucleus can be treated as a point scatterer. Con
quently, the resonant nuclear scattering is more isotro
[12] than the x-ray Rayleigh electron scattering used f
XFH [13]. Finally, the coherentg scattering is sufficiently
strong (scoh  3 3 1024 Å2 [12]). We have calculated
that for a model57Fe cluster the holographic oscillations
should be 3% of the reference wave, compared to 0.1%
0.3% observed in x-ray holograms [10,14]. Note also th
the hologram acquisition time scales with the square of t
effect. The cross section value is however small enou
to justify the neglecting of self-interference effects [15].

In spite of its promising perspectives, a straightforwa
realization ofg holography, as proposed by Tegze an
Faigel [11], is experimentally difficult. A monocrystalline
sample of57Fe (only 2.18% abundance) had to be mad
into a strong radioactive source by introducing57Co.
Because of the high value of the internal conversio
coefficient for the 14.4 keV transitionsa  8.21d one
needs a few tens mCi strong source to obtain a hologr
in a reasonable time (months).
0031-9007y97y79(18)y3518(4)$10.00
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The additional difficulty in g holography is due to
a strong Bragg diffraction obvious for single crystalline
samples. Bragg diffraction ofg rays, observed for the
first time by Black and Moon [16], is presently in com-
mon use for nuclear resonant scattering of synchrotro
radiation [17]. For internal sources coherent long-rang
interference effects manifest themselves as Kossel lin
[18], similar to those for x rays. The Kossel line pattern
begins to form if the number of scatterers contributing
coherently to the pattern is of the order of5 3 104 [11].
However, because of the high spatial frequencies in Brag
or Kossel features one can try to filter them out numeri
cally [10,11,14].

Mössbauer holography can in fact be done more e
ficiently by applying the optical reciprocity theorem as
generalized for magneto-optical systems [18]. A classica
version of this idea was recently applied to x-ray hologra
phy by Goget al. [14], who developed XFH into multiple-
energy x-ray holography (MEXH). In this method, which
can be seen as a time reversal of XFH, the positions o
the source and the detector are interchanged. The pla
wave from a far-field source reaches an atom in a samp
(the microscopic detector of the hologram) directly or af
ter being scattered on neighboring atoms. The measur
quantity is the total fluorescence yield. Via the MEXH
method x-ray holography may be done using strong syn
chrotron sources. Elimination of twin images become
possible by applying a multienergy hologram reconstruc
tion algorithm, as successfully applied previously to elec
tron holography [4,5,7–9].

In a similar way, but without the multiple-energy
option, we have performed “inverse”g-ray Mössbauer
holography as shown in Fig. 1(a). A photon from an
external g source can be absorbed in the recoilles
resonant process by a nucleus in a crystal or it ca
be additionally resonantly scattered. The interference o
these processes gives holographic oscillations of the tot
number of deexcitation events measured as a function
the g-ray incidence angle. Rayleigh electron scattering
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. The basic concept of inverseg-ray Mössbauer holog-
raphy. (a) A photon from an externalg-ray source irradiat-
ing an ordered sample at variable angle is directly adsorbe
by the nucleus or is additionally scattered by nearby nucle
The hologram is formed due to interference of these processe
The deexcitating nucleus is a microscopic detector of the holo
gram. (b) Experimental setup. A conventional Mössbaue
spectrometer is modified to enable the rotation of the de
tector (flow proportional electron counter). (c) Conversion
electron Mössbauer spectrum of the holographic sample. Th
velocities used for hologram acquisition are marked. (d) Th
drive signal fed to transducer moving in the three-constan
velocities mode and the corresponding content of multiscale
channels.

(as in XFH and MEXH) gives also a certain contribution
to the hologram (about 20%, as estimated from th
comparison of the corresponding cross section value
[12]). The possible deexcitation products are reemitte
g rays and products of internal conversion: x rays an
electrons. In the case of57Fe the detection of electrons,
7.3 keV K- and 13.6 keVL-conversion electrons as well
as 5.4 keV KLL and 6.2 keV KLM Auger electrons,
is the most efficient. The small electron escape dept
(2000 Å for inelastically scattered electrons) compared t
g and x rays is compensated by the high value of th
internal conversion coefficient and an easy detection ov
the full solid angle using a proportional flow detector.

The method requiring a single-crystal compound of iron
containing only the57Fe isotope seems to be impractical.
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Thin epitaxial films which are relatively easy to prepar
using molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) make an exceptio
Moreover, Mössbauer measurements using convers
electrons are very efficient, permitting us to obtain
spectrum even for a single atomic layer of iron [19].

In our experiment we have used a 2000 Å57Fe film
epitaxially grown by MBE on a polished10 3 10 3

1 mm3 MgO(001) single crystal substrate held at 430 K
LEED and x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements prove
that the film consisted of small (001)57Fe crystallites
oriented with respect to the MgO substrate in such way th
the Fef100g direction was parallel to MgOf110g. Similarly
grown films of natural iron were investigated by us usin
in situ scanning tunneling microscopy. For 200 Å film
we observed an island growth with the average diame
of 100 Å. This value coincides well with the broadenin
of the LEED and XRD peaks observed for our holograph
sample. Characterization of our sample by the magne
optic Kerr effect showed a narrow hysteresis loop of Ke
rotation with the coercive field of 20 Oe and the in-plan
easy magnetization axis parallel tof100g.

The system described above fulfills ideally the requir
ments of the holographic experiment. Almost all ab
sorbing nuclei have the same local surrounding, but t
long-range periodicity is disturbed by the islandlike stru
ture of the film. This attenuates long-range interferen
effects and reduces strong but unwanted phenomena s
as x-ray Bragg scattering or Kossel lines [19,20].

The sample was placed inside the conventional HeyCH4

filled proportional electron counter [21]. The sample, to
gether with the detector, could be rotated about two p
pendicular axesf100g andf010g (lying in the plane of the
sample) by anglesu1 and u2, respectively, as shown in
Fig. 1(b). This geometry of rotation was chosen becau
of the expected two-fold pattern symmetry—the measu
ment was performed in the remanent state, after satura
the film magnetization in thef100g easy direction.

A conventional 100 mCi57Co(Rh) g-ray source of
8 mm diameter was moved by a Mössbauer velocity tran
ducer. The sample-detector distance was 15 cm. T
transducer was driven in a three-constant-velocity mod
Two of the velocities corresponded to the outermo
lines (circularly polarized) of the previously measure
Mössbauer spectrum [Fig. 2(c)]. The third onesy  0d,
corresponding to an off-resonance condition, was used
data normalization. The acquisitions were made sep
rately for each velocity using multiscaler time synchro
nized with the signal fed to the transducer [Fig. 1(d)
The total number of counts in channels corresponding to
constant and well defined velocity, normalized to the tot
of nonresonant counts, was taken as the single pixel va
of the pattern. Normalization was necessary to overco
time instabilities of the detection.

The original pattern was recorded on adu1 3 du2 
1.8± 3 1.8± angular mesh in the range from243.2± to
143.2± for both angles.
3519
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FIG. 2. (a)u2 scans of the normalized electron yield obtaine
for the fixed values of the slow-scan angleu1. (b) The full
pattern of the normalized scans. (c) The hologram in$k space
obtained from the pattern presented in (a) after backgrou
removal and low-pass filtering. The maximum oscillations ar
about 2%.

Figure 2(a) shows 1Du2 scans of the normalized elec-
tron yield obtained for a fixed value of the slow-sca
angle u1. The full pattern of raw (normalized) scans
obtained in about 120 hours, is presented in Fig. 2(b
The number of counts for this pattern is of the orde
of 5 3 105 per pixel. As expected, holographic oscilla
tions of about 2% are visible. A slowly varying back-
ground was derived by Gaussian low-pass convolution
described by Harpet al. [22] and then subtracted from the
pattern. Additionally, a low-pass Gaussian filter was ap
plied to the resulting pattern in order to eliminate noise
The processed hologram interpolated to a convenient$k
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space mesh is presented in Fig. 2(c). The hologram mu
tiplied by an apodizing window function was then re-
constructed to a real space using the Helmholz-Kircho
formula [2]. Two-dimensional slices of the real space re
construction obtained from the nonsymmetrized hologra
are shown in Fig. 3. Slices in the (001) plane paralle
and in the (010) plane perpendicular to the film surfac
both at a distance of 1.43 Å from the emitter (the in
terplanar spacing for bcc Fe) are presented in Figs. 3(
and 3(b), respectively. The positions of the actual atom
crystal sites correspond to the centers of depicted ellipse
The theoretical resolution resulting from the accessible$k
range is reflected in the lengths of their axes. Roughl
the lateral resolutionDx  0.76 Å and vertical resolution
Dz  3.12 Å were calculated according to Ref. [24]. The
most intense features of the reconstruction overlap wi
the nearest neighbors position ina-Fe. A small but vis-
ible asymmetry in both the measured pattern and in th
holographic reconstruction is caused by strong polariz
tion effects and/or interference between nuclear resona

FIG 3. Holographic reconstructions of atomic positions: (a
A (001) cut in a plane 1.43 Å from the emitter. (b) A (010)
cut in a plane 1.43 Å from the emitter. The ellipses hav
dimensions equal to theoretical resolutions in various direction
and are centered on atomic sites.
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and Rayleigh electronic scattering [12,16,17,24,25]. Th
is associated with the fact that nuclear transitions in57Fe
are pure M1 and the system is uniformly magnetized. On
has also to consider experimental errors in the samp
orientation and the asymmetric response function of th
detector. All the geometrical uncertainties, including a fi
nite size of the source and a coarse grid used for the acq
sition of the hologram, are responsible for small shifts o
the predominant features of the holographic reconstructio
(positions of nuclei) from the true crystal positions. The
holographic reconstruction does not go beyond the first c
ordination shell. This limitation is mainly caused by the
rather poor statistics which in turn forced us to use th
low-pass filter, but also by a cancellation of real and twi
images. The cancellation may be present in systems w
high symmetry. It is caused by a different phase beha
ior of the real and twin images as a function of the radia
tion energy used and as a function of the scatterer positi
relative to the hologram detector (see Refs. [11,13,26
The modest vertical resolution [compare Fig. 3(b)], add
tionally deteriorated by the overlapping of the real and twi
images, could be improved by modifying the detector t
have a higher acceptance angle for incidentg rays. For a
full hemisphere the resolution could be better than 0.76
in both directions. Other visible features are artifacts du
to the aliasing effects arising in the transform, which ar
difficult to remove because of the low signal-to-noise ratio
Some of the above effects can be easily suppressed b
simple two-fold symmetrization of the hologram.

To summarize, we have presented the first experimen
demonstration of a new method for accomplishing atom
resolution holography based on resonant nuclear scatt
ing of g rays. To record the hologram we have used
conventional Mössbauer experimental setup. By tunin
to a particular Mössbauer transition one is able to imag
individual crystal sites, as determined by a defined set
hyperfine interaction parameters. It should be possible
apply g-ray holography as a direct visualization tool for
crystallographic and magnetic structures of epitaxial lay
ers containing effectively just 100 atomic layers of the
57Fe isotope.

The authors are greatly indebted to Professor Mare
Szymoński of the Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian Uni-
versity for inspiration. This work was supported by Pol
ish Science Research Council, Grants No. 2 P03B 080
and No. 2 P03B 069 13.
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